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<Lihk Complex -
. · . By DON TASSONE · · pressed concern over renting the 
A"ocl81• Eilllor · · Link apartments to Xavier students, 
is it for students? 
Whether or not the Link Apart- citing high maintenance costs and 
· · · ment Complex will provide Xavier lack of housing regulations as possi-
studeilts wiJh a broader off~ampus ble problems for the Unviersity. 
housing option in the near future is However, Xavier's Director of 
uncertai~ ~t this time, according to Housing, Rick Hulefeld, said he sees 
XU adm1mstrators. acquisition of the ·apartments as a 
. Current negotiations between "wise move" on the University's part 
Xavier and Dr. Joseph Link, and added that he will recommend 
proprietor of the complex; are ex- the apartments be used primarily for 
pected ·to be complete early this stud~nt housing. 
students, and I see a great need out . 
there for that type of housing," 
Hulefeld said. "By opening the 
apartments to students, Xavier 
could meet that need." 
Hulefeld doesn't view the 
possibility of more off-campus 
housing as a threat to the Univer-
sity's resident hall enrollment. He 
insists that for som.e students, the 
dormitory atmosphere "gets old." 
New1 photo by Pete Brown 
Congratulations to the Fredin Scholarship recipients for. '79-'80. They are 
(clockwise from top)· Sean Lyons,· Craig Gle11e, Marina Zvetlna, and Cathy 
Porter. These students have been chosen to spend a full 12 months ofstudy at 
the Unlverslle' de Paris (Sorbonne) In France, beginning In June .1979. 
January, when Xavier' would lease "There's very little off-campus 
the apartments for a 10-yeilr period. . housing available for Xavier 
Those apartments included in the 
contract could house over 90 
students. All adjoin Xavier's cam-
pus. 
Irvin Beumer, vice-president of 
business-finance and treasurer at 
Xavier, said discussion about future 
tise of the Link complex would be 
"premature at this time." I nan inter- . 
view earlier this year; Beumer told.: 
·the News that upon settlement of the 
current contract, Xavier would hand 
the apartments over to a consultant 
firm to handle all management for 
the University .. 
Several· XU officials have ex-
"There are some students in the 
dorms now who really don't want to 
Link to page 7 
More students ·qualify for. BEOG •. - ... ;. ........... _ ............... G_. .......... ;. ..... .. 
year." That will increase th.e total . this Friday, Dec~ 8~ Over 200 children from St. Aloysius Orphanage, and St. By .BILL LaFAYETTE 
· New• Rep0rttir 
Beginning with the J979 fall 
semester; more college students than 
ever will be eligible fo receive more 
financial aid, as a result of a Cori-
gres.sional appropriiltion for an ad-
ditional $2 billion to the Basic 
Educational Opportunity Grant 
(BEOG). 
The appropriation.has been con-
sidered by some to .have as strong an 
impact on the country as did the GI 
bill during the post-World War II 
period. . , . 
According • tb Beatrice A. 
Hageman, director of financial aid, 
this additional .money will e;Xpand 
the number of students who qualify 
for the BEOG to inclilde those in the 
middle income range, that being a 
. yearly income of anywhere from . 
$12-$15,000 to $30-$40;000.. . 
What this·means is that beginning· 
July l, ;1979; students .. in a family 
consisting of four dependents with 
one parent employed and . two 
students attending college, for ex-
ample, can qualify for recei\:ing aid 
if the annual family income is $35,-
000 or Jess. Or in a six member fami-
ly, with one parent employed and 
two students in college, each student 
may. qui:dify· if the yearly family in-
' come is $37 ,500 or less .. · 
l 
When asked how . the ' recent 
passage of the Middle Income ·Stu-
dent Assistance Act will affect 
Xavier . students 'in · particular; 
Hageman ncifed that .she.expects the 
· number of students accomodated by 
the BEOG, presently about 295, to 
be "in excess of 600 by this time next 
Will loss ;hurt:N or"1ood? 
By TERRENCE F. SMITH the city of Norwood of $730,000. A 
Newa Reporter letter printed in the Enquirer from 
A few weeks
0
ago; it' was reported James J. Crowe, a U.S. Shoe vice 
that the U.S. Shoe Corp. is donating . president; stated that the loss would . 
their 19. ai;re Norwood facility to be around $300,000. · 
Xavier. ·Since this announcement, According to Ray Act1:n, earnings 
there - has been some 'concern taxdirectorforthecjty()fNorwood, 
whethe·r this boon for Xavier is go" all of. thest:' figures ~are guesses 
ing to be a bust for Norwood. because t~e act.ua~ amount paid by a 
The major concern has been that .. person or a c<>"rp~ration is confiden-
t he IOss ofU .S. Shoe "1ill .bC harmful tial by Norwood .ordin.ance. He did 
to N orwood's tax base, and that . say that the total'tax collected by the. 
Xavier will not be able to make up city of Norwood ·is $.5.'4'.million. 
for the los~. Currently the city of To find out the reaction of-· 
Norwood is. paid earning and P<:r- Norwood city gov.ernment to this 
sonal income tax by U;S. Shoe and situation the News -interviewed 
its'· employees. u'.s .. Shae ·pays Norwood Mayor Donald Preus. Ina 
property taxes to the county; so telephone· interview ·he stated the 
Norwood will n'ot be affected by any $300,000 loss given by Mr. Crowe in 
loss of property tax on the $~million . the leiter to the Enquirer is probably 
facility. · · · closest to the actual figures, He 
The loss to Norwood will then be stated that the loss is not significant. 
in personal income and earnings to the $8 million budget of the city: 
taxes, According to . an article · The $300,000. ,dollars represents a 
printed in the Cincirinatf Enquirer, 3. 75 percent loss fo the. annual 
Nov. 14, 1978, U.S. Shoe had a· budget .which is quite small, accor~ 
payroll of$16 million andjn.fiscal ding to Preus. Themayoralsostated 
year 1978 had net earnings of $26.9 he was .proud to have Xavfor in 
m·illion, Norwood's. tax rate is I. 7 Norwood, and, when asked how.the. 
percent for. both .earnings and in" tax toss would. ·affect: the citfs 
com'e. . . . finances tie said, "Norwood· is finan-
.. Y.s!l!g _these figures .th~ ,lf1Jquirer cially.sound; we can survive without 
article came to a potentialtax loss to . U.S. Shoe's money:" . ' , . ' - : . 
. . ·1 
· · · ... :.Mark ... nd:St:JoUplt's:Grammar Schools are expected lo be on Xavtercampus 
percentage . of -Xavier· . stUdent~. . from,2.'io 5 p:m. Any·volunteer'help wHI ~appreciated; sign up al the lnforma-
teceiving any type of . financ'ial . tlon Desk for various activities. Pictured above Ii eenlor Tom Molloy enJoylng 
assistance from around 60 percent,· lest year's Kldday. · 
where it currently stands, to "at least 
90 percent next year/' said 
Hageman. 
"The beautiful part of this 
. Medicine no longer free 
program is that it is fully funded;" By Glenn FeHz 
remarked · Hageman. "There, is AHoc1111e Edllor 
always enough money for any stu- If you've bCen sick lately, you may 
dent just so long as he qualifies; the have noticed, the Health Center is 
BEOG is not run on a first come-first charging for some of their inedica-
. serve basis,;' she added. tion. The assessment is necessitated 
In addition to expanding the by an incr~ase in medication costs 
BEOG program, the Middle I ncoine · and a static budget, according to Ann 
Student Assistance Act removes the ... Brown, director of the center. In ad-
$25,000 or less annual income re- dition, Brown noted that there has 
quirement for interest subsidy on the been a decrease in sample products 
Guaranteed Student Loan. "This given to the center. 
means that the government will pay When a student is prescribed one 
the seven· percent interest on of the costly medications he is charg-
Guaranteed Student Loans while ed· $2.00 and asked to see the physi-
the student is in school, regardless of cfan the following day. The physi-
the amount of family income," cian decides if the student should re-
Hageman stated. main on the medication, said Brown. 
Hageman strongly enoucrages all The $2.00 charge is ·deemed 
· More to page 5 necessary. The · charge is a daily 
assessment, but there is no fee on the 
day in which the student sees the 
doctor, Brown said. 
· · Many prescription items are being 
charged; but items such as aspirin 
and d~ssings are still free, according 
to Brown. Also, students should ask 
if . they . are . being charged for 
anything as.it is too inconvenient for 
center personnel to tell every student 
at the time, she said. 
Brown said that the Health Center 
is not seeking a profit, just a bala.nc-
ed budget. Also, she noted that the 
medication is much cheaper and 
more convenient when obtained at 
the Health Center. She also invites 
anyone .who has questions about the · 
Health Center to contact her. ·The 
number of the center is x3631. 
. , . .. .. . . . New1 photo· b~ Anne j\b•le 
Charles Surface and the boys (iefl to rlghJ, Frank :iudloii, Jay Hendrix, Joe Mock, and GHberl Glgllotll) partir ~· up_ln the 
XU Players production of The. School for Scandal. ' 
By BERT J. DAHM 
Dave Cosgrove correctly answered the last kampus Knowledge 
question. St. lgnat.ius Loyola was the founder of the Society of Jesus. . 
Because there was more than one correct answer, a drawing was held to 
determine the winner. Dave, your tickets will be sent to you. 
This week's question: What was the greatest amount of points 
scored by Xavier in a football game? 
• • • • • 
Beware of parking .in the Bell Lot. Legal action will be taken 
against any student-whose car is parked in the Cincinnati Bell parking 
lot. The phone company lot is the one adjacent to Husman Hall, 
designated "Cincinnati Bell Employees Only." 
••••• Are you having a hard time trying to figure out how many bits to a 
byte? If so, the Xavier Chapter of the Association for Computing 
Machinery is offering tutoring sessions in computer science/ infor-
mation systems at the following times and places: 
Monday and Friday . 12:30- 4:00 Schmidt 204 
Wednesday 12:30- 3:30 Schmidt 204 
Tuesday and Thursday 11: 10-12:35 Alumni 203 
• • • • • • •• 
Starting with this semester, a new policy will go into effect at the 
Xavier library. Fines and charges for lost books will be added to stu-
dent accounts at the Bursar. This means that grades, transcripts, and 
registration will be held up for those students· who have a fine or miss-
ing book. 
Because of the new policy, an amnesty week will be held from Thurs-
day, December 7, through Wednesday, December 13. 
• • • • • • 
Tis the Season of Giving, so how about giving yourself a gift? An 
Afternoon of Reflection. This Saturday, Dec. 9, Campus Ministry will 
be sponsoring an afternoon of talks, discussions, mass, silent times, 
and supper, held at the Pied piper, from 1:30-7 p.m. The cost of the 
program is only $1.50. Register at the Campus Ministry Office. 
• • •••• Want to rerax after Finals? Tickets, regularly $9, will go on sale for 
. $6.50 at the ticket office for the Cincinnati Ballet Company's produc-
tion of Tchaikovsky's Nutcracker Suite opening night Friday, Dec. 22. 
The tickets will only be available at the ticket office during the week of 
· Dec. 13-17; if you want to reserve tickets contact the chairman of the 
Fine Art~ Committee- Stephanie Kovalcik at Rattermann House or 
in the Student Government office. 
•••••• 
Do, Re, Mi, Fa, So, La, Ti, Do! . , 
.. Listen ... Do you hear that wonderful noise? It's the Xavier Uni~ 
versity Singers warming up for their Christmas concert to be presented 
this Sunday, December IO, 1978. You won't want to miss Constantine 
"Coach" Soriano masterfully direct 40 talented young carolers to tunes 
such as "Little Babe," "A Wonderful Noise,""Choose Something Like 
a Star," and a selection from Handel's "The Messiah," among other 
things. The concert will also consist of a guest soloist, a shortened ver-
sion of Charles Dickens' "A Christmas Carol," and of course, an 
audience sing-a-long of traditional Christmas music. 
Remember - it's· all happening this Sunday, December IO, 1978, at 
3 p.m. in the theatre. And the best part about it (well maybe not the 
BEST part) is that it's FREE! . 
Campus Activities 
Thursday, Dec. 7 
r/ 
. ! 
Friday, Dec. ·8 
XU Players - School For Scandal, Theatre, 8 
p.m. 
Career -Opportunities, Regis Rm., I p.m. 
Educational Advisory Committee, Terrace, 6 
p.m. 
Pre-Registration Day: Undergraduates 
Kid Day . ·'.· 
XU Players··'-::-: School for Scandal, Theatre, 8 
p.m. . . 
Final Date 'for Theses for Dec. Graduates 
Pre-Registration Day Undergraduates 
Saturday, Dec. 9 Dads Club Christmas Party, Main Dining Rm., 9 
p.m. 
XU Players - School for Scandal, Theatre, 8 
p.m. 
Men's Basketball, Morehead State at XU, 
Fieldhouse 
Senior Comp. Exams. 
Sunday, Dec7 10 Clef Club Conceri, Theatre, 3 p.m. 
. Parish Council, Terrace, 12:30 p.m. 
~onday, Dec. 11 Community Orchestra Open Rehearsal, Theatre, 
7p.m. 
Al'.t Exhibit, Lobby, All Day 
Women's Basketball, Betz at XU, 7 p.m. 
Men's Basketball, XU at Loyola 
Senate Meeting, Terrace Rm., 2 p.m. 
Sailing Club, Fordham· Rm., 7 p.m. 
Pre-Registration Day Undergraduates 
Tuesday, Dec. 12 Art Exhibit, Lobby, All Day 
Christian Support Group, Piper, 8 p.m. 
Pre-Registration Day Undergrads. 
Wednesday, Dec. 13Mini Concert, Theatre, 1:30 p.m. 
· Art Exhibit, Lobby, All Day 
Women's Basketball, Wright at XU, 7 p.m. 
Men's Basketball, Ohio Wesleyan at XU, 
Fieldhouse 
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Playhouse cotJl.edy ~Jtgages audience 
Photo bJ landr Underwood 
Meg Wynn-Owen •• Beth end Rlcherd Councll •• Simon In • 1Cene from 
Clnclnnetl PleyhouH'I current production of OtherwfH En9eged. 
' 
By JULIE A. NERONE 
AllOClate Editor 
··Who said good grammar is dead? 
It is alive and thriving at Cincinnati 
Playhouse in the Park with it~ 
production of· Simon Gray's 
Otherwise Engaged. This brilliantly 
double-edged satire is the vehicle of 
its British playwright's mastery of the 
· English language. Having opened on 
November 14, the play will run 
through this Sunday, December IO, 
with its closing performance at 2 
p.m. 
The plot revolves around Simon 
Hench, a London publisher, who 
plans to spend his Saturday morning 
· quietly· .listening to a new recording 
.. of Wagner's "Parsifal;" l:f <>wever, h~ 
is repeatedly interrupted by family, 
friends, and some not-so-friendly 
visitors, all . of whom atterµpt to 
engage Simon's interest in 'their 
problems. Simon, on the other hand, 
·is hell-bent on remaining dis-
interested in everyone's problems, 
including his own-he refuses to 
even discuss with his wife their 
marital problems. i'.ln oiher words," 
he says to her, "can't we confine 
ourselves to other words." By the 
end of the play, Hench's world com-
. pletely tumbles down around him, 
or, as one of the characters more apt-
ly describes.it,. his .. "serenity causes 
people to. go quietly mad about 
him." He finally sits.d()wn and listens 
i() his .<>Pera, b~t one doubis that he 
LEARI llRTEllll& 
1111HllATIOllAL "Thf. Professional W a};" · 
r:.tr Men and Wo• 
Day or Ewning Cla~s 
• Full or Part-Time Emplayment 
•ACJll 21 andOver 
•Jab ~t A11istance . ., 
i:. 
. • .._ Entertainnient · 
• 40-Hour Caur111 
Ohio Aeg. *°622T · lnternat~ llorteilclin9 lmtitute 
729 .. 410 2306W. Galbraitli Rd. . . · · Cincinnati, Ohio 45U9 
.. 
really enjoys it after all that has 
happened. . . · 
W.hat pta}rwright Simon Gray has 
created is a funny play with a cold in-
terior. The comedy is provided by 
the clever language rather than the 
situation, something which 
American audiences may find dif-
ficult to deal with. The words are the 
stars; the: 'actors are vessels of the 
. words: The concentration on mak-
ing the dialogue clear and understan-
. dable ·adds to the coldness of the 
play, and leaves one feeling ultimate:. 
ly disturbed. 
Review 
The audience is introduced fo . 
some ·interesting characters in 
between the slamming of doors. We 
meet· Dave, th!' college student who 
rents out Hench's second floor; 
Stephen, Si.mon's . brother, · a 
schoolmaster given · t.o self-pity and 
loathing;· Jeff Golding, the 
newspaper critic and friend of Simon 
who loves equally his Scotch and the 
word "bloody"; Davina S"unders, 
Golding's mistress who bares her 
breasts to get Hench to publish her 
book; Wood, who accuses Simon of 
seducing his young mistress; and 
finally Beth, the wonderful wife we 
hear about throughout the play, who 
arrives at home only to announce to 
Simon that she plans to leave him for 
another man. 
Some excellent performances are 
given, particularly . that of Richard 
Council who portrays Simon Hench 
with the overbred quality he so well 
deserves. Also admirable are J.T. 
Walsh, who plays the· delightfully 
boring brother,. and Edmond 
· Genest,: the critic who receives much 
· ofhis barb through drink. Howe.ver, 
:. characterization plays a subservient 
role to conversation, and this :"at 
times is ·· frustrating, although 
perhaps necessary in order to carry 
out Gray's intent. It is the intelligent~ 
sia battling it. out in the . only way 
they know how-by lashing tongues. 
Albeit the effect is humorous, it 
sometimes produces little more than 
a nervous twitter from an audience 
that would · most likely prefer to 
witness action rather than two hours 
of verbal combat. 
All things considered, however, 
the play is well worth the time and 
money .. Unless you are .. otherwise 
engaged" between now and Sunday, 
I suggest that you attend a perfor-
_!!!..an~e. · · 
¥ II ... 
-., 
'II Spice 
Reading Road at Victory Parkway 
Open every day of the Week for your 
dining pleasure · 
Delicious Sandwiches or Complete Dinners 
Drop in after the movie of after the 
late.weekend date 
We serve· Cincinnati's finest pancakes and waffles 
omelettes and Burgers 
CARRY OUT SERVICE 242-3521 
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· . Nein plloto br Anne K. Abete 
Mrs. Sneerwell (Norah Cusick) and Joseph Surface (Dennis Whetsel) con-
~plre evll plots against their friends In the X.U. Players' production The School 
for Sc•rid•I. 
Cii'c·us r.olls into .Ci1icy 
By GREG BARKER 
Arlt a Enlertelnment Editor 
With the holidays right around 
the corner, Cincinnati has a lot to . 
offer in the way of cultural, as well as 
entertaining, events. 
Torch swinging, a trained mole, a 
dancing horse, unicyclists and magic 
will be among the acts of The Big 
Apple Circus, the one-ring circus to 
be presented as a holiday special at 
th.e Playhouse in. the Park from 
December 12 through 31. The Big 
Apple Circus, which is the perfor-
ming arm of the New York School 
for Circus Arts, will be marking its 
first performance outside its h_ome 
base of New York City with this 
engagement. 
Each performance will begin with 
a charivari in the manner of Euro-
. pea~ circuses, ,fter whict, t~~ C,ir~~s 
.is 'patterned. The charivari consists 
of a troupe of ~rfoimers presenting 
much activity at tremendous speed, 
plus a few gags, to generate excite-
ment. 
Highlights include the Back Street 
Flyers, six inner-city youths ranging 
In age ·from 15 to 18 who trained at 
the NYSCA and perform dazzling 
displays of rebound acrobatics and 
hand-vaulting, with specialties such 
as double back somersaults from a 
three-person~high-starid. 
Zakahhr the Magnificent is 
perhaps the most Uf\ique !lnimal 
trainer in the world. The trainer of 
Gitliha, the only Souther Pakistani 
Soldier Mole in captivity, Zakahhr 
was discovered by the Circus' direc-
tor during a tour of the Middle East. 
Dale Scott bases her "Bag Lady" 
clown on the bag ladies, mostly 
older women, ·_who live· on and off 
the sidewalks of New York while 
carrying all of their possessions in as 
many shopping bags as they can 
tote. · 
. . The Big Apple Circ'us wiH official-
iy open December 15 at 8 p.m., to be 
followed by performances at 2 and 8 
p.m. on Saturdays, · Tuesdays, 
Wednesdays and Fridays; perfor-
. mances on Thursdays will be at 8 · 
p.m. and performances on Sundays 
will be at 2 p.m. For more informa-
. tion and reservations, contact the 
Theatre Box Office at 421-3888. 
If a quieter atmosphere is_ 
HAaaAN MOTO .. a, ::INC. 
s••s MONTGOMKltV ROAD 
CINCINNATI, 'oHIO .. sa1a 
831"-8800 
10% OFF 
· on all service and parts lo 
X.U. students and faculty 
with identification cards. 
Thurlder, December 7, 1111 
•". 
preferred, you might try the Taft 
Museum's special holiday exhibi- ·. 
tion; Designing the Nutcracker; on 
display through February 4. The ex-
hibition, devoted to original theatre 
art for productions of the Nut-
cracker ballet, includes set and 
costume designs, three-dimensional 
scenic models and actual costumes. 
It is a welcome salute to the Cincin-
nati Ballet Company, whose annual 
holiday production of'the ballet has 
becoine a Cincinnati tradition. 
From the second major U.S. ver-
sion that wiJI be exhibited, are four 
in-scale set models for the different 
scenes of the ballet-the opening 
curtain, the interior of Judge 
Stahlbaum's living room, the Snow 
Forest and the Kingdom of Sweets. 
.. ·. P:revlew · 
• ' ' , , r ~ 
Such an exhibition gives visitors it 
chance to conipan: the different set-
tings 1md costumes chosen by each 
director and designer: from Robert 
O'Hearn's San Francisco produc-
tion set in the early 19th century in 
Biedermeier, Germany, to the Cin-
cinnati production, set in the Queen 
City of 1892. . 
The Taft Museum is located at 
316 Pike Street in downtown Cin-
cinnati and is open from IOa.m. to 5 
p.m. Monday through Saturday and 
from 2 to 5 p.m. oil Sundays and 
holiday~_ · 
Christmas 
Morning 
, X. U. Players roar with Scandal 
By MOLLY MASSET 
New• Aep0rler 
· 1 would venture to say that shortly 
after · mankind decided upon the' 
difference. between right and wrong, 
people began· to mind each other's 
business. Long before newspapers, 
wagging tongues kept abreast of all 
the neighborhood gossip. Two hun-
dred years ago Richard Sheridan 
gathered together some of these 
nosey but loveable characters and 
created . The School for Scandal. 
This is not exactly an institution of 
higher learning but it is certainly a 
group .that encourages a quick 
memory and an active imagination. 
' The Players have moved . the ac- · · 
tion out of the eighteenth century 
drawing room and into the Roaring 
Twenties. The transition _generally 
succeeds well. If purists will excuse 
an occasional anachronism in up-
dating the . text, one finds that 
Sheridan ijts rather nicely into the 
flapper era. 
· Once again William Braun and 
Dana Dean Braun have created set 
and costumes that are a joy to watch. 
Through the monochromatic 
scheme of black to white with flashes 
of silver, they create the illusion that 
not only are we watching an old 
movie, we might also be loo~ng at 
fashion plates from· an old Vogue 
magazine. The posturing and the 
blocking also bear out this illusion. 
We truly seem to be among the 
Beautiful People. The idle rich of the 
era love fo pass the time dragging out 
all the dirt of their social circle, so get 
out your scorecards and here we go 
through the latest scandals. ' ' 
Peter Teazle has recently tossed 
aside years as a .· confirmed old,, 
bachelor and married a young wife, 
. fresh from the country. He is 
devoted to her, she adores his 
money, and the two fight constantly. 
Teazle's ward Maria is in love with 
Charles, the younger of the Surface 
· brothers, a reputed rogue who has 
quite literally squandered his fortune 
on wine, women and song. Joseph 
Surface is also in love with Maria 
and, due to his good moral character 
has t~e _favour of her guard_i_!ln. 
d~~f'f'. 
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Joseph has tried to win Mrs. Teazle'~· 
support in his efforts to win Maria's 
heart, but Mrs. Teazle instead 
believes that she herself is the object 
of his affections. . · 
Mrs. Sneerwell, the young widow 
who heads the ~chool for scandal, is 
Review 
everyone pats her on the head. Den-
nis Whetsel does an admirable job as 
the not-so-moral Joseph Surface. 
Norah Cusick's vampy Mrs. 
Sneerwell positively poses through 
the production . .Joe Mock is his 
usual marvelous self. He sparkles as 
the extravagent but generous 
Charles. 
determined to have Charles Surface 
for herself, so she and Joseph con-
spire to further blacken Charles'. 
reputation and then collect the 
desired spoils. To further complicate 
matters Uncle Oliver Surface, an old 
friend of Teazle's, arrives in 
Hollywood after sixteen years in the 
East. Uncle Oliver assumes a dis-
guise in order to judge his nephews' 
worthiness of his fortune. · 
Chuck Gugliotta gets a lot of 
mileage out of Moses the .Jew. Larry 
Visnic makes a commendable Ben-
jamin Backbite, although he does 
himself a disservice by speaking too 
quickly. Karen . Riestenberg is 
wonderful as the loveable gossip 
Mrs. Candour. · 
The performances are remarkably 
good. Although some are more 
successful than others, happily there 
are no real failures. Howard Hen-
drix is pig-headed and adoring as 
Peter Teazle. Deirdre Larkin exudes· 
wide-eyed sweetnes~; no · wonder 
Not only do the indlvidual actors 
do a good job, but their perfor-
mances work together. This 
cohesiveness ultimately makes the 
production a success. The Schoo/for 
Scandal is probably the Players' best 
major production in recent years. 
The School for Scandal will be 
repeated this Thursday, Friday, and 
Saturday at 8:00 p.m. X.U. students 
are admitted free wi.th an .l.D. 
Serve 
Christ and 
-Mankind thru· 
the Eucharist 
For further information, 
contact: 
Rev. Ernest Falardeau, S.S.S. 
Blessed Sacrament Seminary 
5384 Wilson Mills Road 
Cleveland, Ohio 44143 
(21£>) 442-3410 
... Under the inspiration of St. Peter 
Julian Eymard, we form a religious 
community :of Pri,est_s ~and _Br~t~rr~ 
dedicated to the Euchanst. Tne· · 
Blessed Sacrament Religious 
work in teams to share their 
love of the Eucharist. They 
are active in Retreats, 
Preaching, Counseling, 
Teaching, Social 
and Mission 
work. 
Actuarial Trainee 
Great American Insurance is willing to train 
qualified individuals for a career in actuarial 
sciences. We offer dynamic career 
advancement, on the job study time and the 
opprotunity for interfacing· with all levels of 
management. The qualified candidate will _have: 
• a degree 
• heavy mathematical background 
with minimum of college calculus 
• desire to succeed in management 
• willingness to devote unusual time 
and efforts to career development 
.Excellent salary and benefit program including .... 
liberal stock purchase plan. Call for appointment: a 
. :~ 
Ms. Paulette-Cassidy 
Jl~ __ 3:::_ 
An equal opportunity employer 
M/F/H 
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XU defeated in" co-ed swim meet 
By SANDY SCHROEDER 
cop~ Editor 
In Xavier's only co-ed swim meet 
of the year, the Muskies' men and 
women's teams were defeated by 
Wright State. The· November 13 
·meet marked 'the finale of the 
women's swimm.ing season and the 
beginning of the men's. 
The women's team finished with a 
season record of 2-3. 
In the Wright State meet, the 
women failed to capture any first· 
place awards, but managed to place 
second and third in several events. 
Peggy Regan took second place in 
the 50 yard butterfly and JOO yard 
freestyle while placing third in the 50 
yard freestyle. 
Second place in the 50 yard 
breaststroke and IOO yard 
breaststroke were claimed by Betsy 
Clark in addition to third place in the 
one meter diving competition. 
Beth Conley took second in the 
JOO· yard butterfly and third in the · 
200 yard freestyle. 
In addition to second in the JOO 
yard individual medley, Elie Smith . 
took third place in the 100 yard 
breaststroke. 
Third place in the 50 yard breast-
stroke and the 500 yard freestyle 
went to Melanie Mirandie. 
Tracy Renner placed second in the 
JOO yard freestyle and Sue R.ambow· 
took third in the 100 yard backstroke 
and fourth in the 50 yard .back-
stroke. 
Sue Rambow, Betsy Clar~. 
Tracey Renner and Susan Sharp 
combined to take secoria place in the 
200 yard medley relay. 
. Although the men's team was. 
defeated by a score of 63-47, ihe 
swimmers made a strong showing in· 
the· freestyle . events. Ray Pater 
placed first in the 1000 yard and se-
cond in the 500 yard freestyle events. 
Placing third and fourth respectively 
in the. same events was Pete 
Mahoney. Bob Witer took fifth in 
the 500 yard freestyle. 
In the Joo yard freestyle, Tom 
Auda placed first followed by Wally 
Kisling (second)- and Scott Kaple 
(fourth). Kisling Ill~'? pl.aced second 
in the 200 yard freestyle, with Auda 
finishing 'third; 
. ·Jim Kahler, John Graham and· 
Scott Kaple finished two, three and 
four in the 50. yard freestyle event. 
Kahler and Graham also combined 
with IC.isling and Auda to capture a 
victory in the 400 yard freestyle 
relay. 
The 400 yard medley. relay par-
ticipants (Bill. Corch, Sean O'Brien, 
Mike Turner, and Ray Patter) cap-
turn~d second place in this. everit. 
To this accomplishment, Mike 
Turner added a second place in the 
200 yard butterfly and tlie 200 yard 
individual medley. Sean O'Brien 
placed fourth in the medley behind 
Turner. · ' 
O'Brien also took third place in 
the 200 yard breaststroke, .With Jeff 
Wagner capturing fourth. · 
Bill Corch placed second and Jim 
Kahler placed third in the 200 yard· 
backstroke. 
In the one meter diving competi-
tion, Tom Wickstrom took second 
place. · 
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One of Xevler~a leedlng:1corera; Nick· Denlela, 1a~1hown here dolng;.het he 
doe• beet. Daniela h .. been• central force for Tay Beker'• Mu1keteer11lnce 
he joined the IHm. · 
Bre.wers ·win l M: 
. . . . ..... 
By TONY KEELS 
5p1ir11·R•p1irlet 
On Saturday: November 18, the 
men's intramural flag football cham-
pionship was held · between the 
·Brewers and the Trojans. Brewers 
won 14-0. 
The undefeated Trojans· wei;e the 
favorites going into the game having 
won. the championship last year; 
The Brewers, however, also had 
an enviable record. They were un-
.defeated and unscored tipon in ten 
consecutive · regular-seasori: games 
stretching over two seasons. 
The Brewers received the opening 
kickoff and promptly moved. to the 
Trojans' 17-yard line. The big play in 
the drive was a 30-yard pass play 
from halfback Tom Kemper to. 
Brewer coach . Tom, Perrino .. The. 
Trojan defense held and to6k over' 
the ball. · · · · · 
. However, the Trojans immediate-
ly threw _an interception that Tony 
Keels gathered in on the SO.yard ·line 
and returned to the Trojan 23. Three 
straight option plays produced the 
touchdown;-with Kemper taking the 
pitchout from Keels and going' in 
from three yards out. The half ended 
with the Brewers ahead, 6--0~ · 
In the second ·half, the' Trojans 
took the kickoff and marched tothe 
Brewer 22-yard line. At this point, 
Bill O'Connor stepped in front of a 
Trojan receiver and returned the in-
terception to the Trojan 34-yard line. 
From here the :Brewers ran four 
option plays with Keels scoring on a 
12-yard keeper. Keels! pass· to 
O'Connor was good for the conver-
sion, and the Brewers maintained 
their 14-0 lead for the remainder of 
the'game. 
;' ; ;~<if.lecting on :the g.am~, Brewer 
j~oa,ch: Tom Perrmo said simply: "H 
'was a contest between two closely 
matched teams. And I'd like to thank 
all the fans who. showed up, 0 
. . .·· .··" EROsE 
P\8\\UAL ~"' · 
In a time when much emphasis. is put on physical fitness, it 
is good to remember we need "~piritual exercise". Prayer, ..... 
worship, and a concern for others strengthen the spirit of love ·· · 
and fellowship.with-God and man.· · · 
Those who are s~eking to develop greater spiritual - . 
strenghts are needeq to work with the spiritually and materially 
abandoned. You·may be.among those called to serve as a 
spiritual leader. · · · 
Trinity Missions is seeking young men who want to · 
become spiritual leaders. You can· learn more about us and .. , 
our work by contacting us, You may.also dis6over some 
spiritual insights aboutyourself. · 
V Tri~ity Missions 
· . Father Joseph Cornely, S.T. 
Director of Vocations 
Silve·r Sprin.g, Maryland 20910 
Yes. l want to learn more about 
Trlnltr Ml11lona and its work. 
Please send me information which · 
will give me insights about my 
interests in the religious life. 
Name _________ 21 
·Address _______ _ 
CitY~-----'-----
State _____ Zip ·-"" 
,!'::-,...:'"' 
-Telephone_~----­
. '(~r~a c~(je) : 
Age--'------"'---
0 In college·. ·:'-' 0 1.n high school 
D Post college- D ,Post high school·'°· 
. STRIVING TO SERVE GC)D Af\10 MAN : 
,,.·· .... ·-
,·-·-· .. ···,_ ..... -.~~. 
· iftlBHers look gC>Od;'•' 
record stands at 2~ 1· 
. ,·• 
:::.Alley .Cats 
·take· bow 
By MIKE O'REILl,Y '. .. ,. , . . . . 
By MICHEUE EMANUEi, 
New• Rep .. trle1 
The basketb.all team seems to be 
on its way to a winning season·~ The 
me·n look good ·so far ·and . it is 
probably safe to say that there is ·a 
possibility of an· upset over some of 
the more higlily touted teams X_avier 
will be playing. There appearS'to be 
much niore teamwork, and the 
players, more mature. . 
On Saturday, November 25, the 
Muskies crushed the .Cardinals of 
Otterbein, 100-68. This game saw all 
.of. the Muskies score and four of the . 
X-men· finished· in. double figures; 
Led by Nick Daniels with 24, also the 
leading scorer of the ga'me, followed_ 
by Keith Walker 15, Gary Massa 14, 
and Archie Walker with JO. Steve. 
"spiderman''. Spivery. led the 
Muskies with 8 rebounds. The final 
minutes of the game saw the Muskie 
reserves trying to break the century 
mark. With 21 seconds remaining, 
Ted Duggins, a newcomer to the 
Xavier line-up, went in for a lay-up 
to make it Xavier IOO-Otterbein68. 
Next, to the Cincinnati' Gardens 
on Noyem.ber 29, where the X-men 
played ~he Boilermakers of Purdue. 
This game was a te'st to see if Xavier 
was ready to play with the "big 
boys." The Muskies played well and 
pulled ·within two in the remaining 
two minutes of the game. 
Plagued by needless fouls and bad 
calls, the Muskies lost to Purdue, 66-
58. The highlight of the game was 
Nick Daniels' flying-slam-dunk over 
Purdue's 7'1" center,. Joe Barry 
Carroll: Daniels led all scorers with 
26 points. Steve Spivery and Carroll 
tied with a high 9f 8 rebounds. 
On Sunday, December 3, Xavier . 
Musketeers hosted . the Thomas 
M~re Rebels. Xavier was declared 
the favorite. before the game began. 
As was expected, the X-men pulled 
this one out by the score of 77-63. 
High point man for the Muskies was 
Gary Massa with 21, followed by 
Keith Walker 13, and Nick Daniels 
11 .. Joe Sunderman led the game 
with 14 rebounds. 
The X-men host Morehead State 
on December 9 in Schmidt 
Fieldh.ouse at 3 p.m. . 
P~to colll1HJI of &porll lnlormalloft 
Gery Me11e l1 off to his aecond goodaeeaon ••he remains one of the Mu1kle1' 
leading scorers. 
Sport• Reporter 
A new leader emerged in the 
seventh week of bowling as Mabel's 
Cathouse took over first place by 
sweeping the 151 Bombers, who had 
been in a tie for first place the week 
before. Mabel's captured three of 
three games and the series as they · 
took all seven points. The Anaheim 
Amigos moved inio a tie for third. 
place by sweeping the Alley Cats 
who fen t.o second place. In the 
remaining match, the Dynamic Trio 
took two of three games and the 
series to capture 5 points from the 
Rowdies. 
The standings after seven weeks of· 
bowling are: 
pis w I. T % !'tH 
Mabel's Cathous.:: 30 13 K O .619 4 
Alley ca1s 27 II 9 I ,54K 4 
151 Bombers 26 II 10 0 .524 4 
Anaheim Amigos 26 II IO 0 .524 4 
Dynamic Trio 23 IO II 0 .476 3 
Rowdies 15 6 14 I .310 2 
More from p. 1-....-.---------------....-----
students to apply for. thlj: BEOG for. Presidential · Scholars"hips should For more information or to have Center, ground floor) between the 
the· '79-'80 school year;, especially also use tlie materials. contained in any questions answered, contact the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 5 p:m., Mon-
those who were never before eligible !he pack~t. Jinancial aid . office. (Univ,ersJ!)' day~rough Friday. 
Bob Goebel captured bowler of 
the week honors'-by taking two of 
four individual categories. Goebel 
had the high scratch and handicap 
games of 201 and 226 respectively. 
The high scratch series was captured 
by Carolyn Clemmons who rolled a 
501. Beth Heusing took the high 
handicap series with a_6.!6 effort. 
to receive monetary aid. Any. stu-
dent of ariy year in college may apply 
for the BEOG, which.is based solely 
on demonstrated financial need and 
not on intellectual talents. "Anyone 
whose parents make less than $40,-
000 annually should definitely apply 
because there has been such a radical 
change; and ope must ·remember 
that he will not teceive any aid.unless 
he applies for it;" stressed Hageman, . 
Interested students should visit 
'the financial aid office before Christ-
mas ~nd :'pick up a packet containing 
a Xavier University Financial Aid 
Application and the Financial Aid 
Form, which should be filed as soon 
as possible after January I, 1979, 
Hageman said. All students present-
ly receiving financial assistance will 
automatically be sent the. packet. 
Students wishing to apply for Up-
pe'rclass Scholarships or renewal of 
· · E11uc1tl1nil C11tlr 
Clll IQI Ew11 ... • I w-... 
(513) 281"'.1818 
Come Visit 
. · _,:. .. >'Our. Center 
F 
How GovenuneDt's spenclng can price you out of work 
Inflation's danger is very real to you because it threatens 
your chances of landing a job. We say our government, by 
trying to give us everything we want right now, actually 
causes' inflation. Here's why. 
If government collects enough taxes to pay its extra bills 
as it goes, those taxes raise everybody's costs. You pay more 
yourself in taxe8 on your income. And companies pay more 
i~come tax and taxes on the materials and services they 
have to buy. So everybody's tax bill goes up. 
· But as we au· know, government is spending money even · 
faster· than it can .collect t3'ces. Everybody still pays, be-
cause government handles the. deficit either by borrmying 
money or printing it. Borrowed money costs extra to pay 
the interest-and our national debt is now more than 
$550,CXX>;CXX>,CXX>. Extra printed· money simply dilutes the 
value.of all the money in circulation. Either way, costs go 
. up for everybody-and that's inflation. You'll pay 
52.25 today to buy what a dollar bought orily . 
20 years ago. 
It now costs business 545,300 to 
create the average American job. 
(Armco's cost is 557,520.) Every 
time the cost (,>f a job goes up, 
fewer jobs can be created with 
the same amount of money. Some 
companies can't earn enough 
extra money thes~ days to 
create so many new jobs. 
This threatens your chance of 
finding the job you want.' 
93,CXX>,CXX> Americans now hold 
. jobs. But you'.re among 17,CXX>,CXX> 
more men and women who'll be 
Jookingfor We>rk in the next 10years. 
Plain talk about INFLATION· 
It's often fashionable to blame business and · · 
. · ~bOr. fQr higher prices. But ~t's taking a · . 
A 
tomorrow's money today, the more prices rise to cover 
the cost. Most of all, the more causes ·and tasks we insist 
our government take on, the more money government must 
spend to carry out our will. Our federal deficit is running 
at least $00,CXX>,<XX>,CXX> a year, now. That's a million and 
a third jobs we're missing, right there. 
What can we do? We all have favorite programs we'd 
like our government to spend money on. But maybe spend-
ing only what we've paid in taxes is the most important 
service our government can provide us. If we could get 
government to set priorities-with every worthwhile goal 
in relation to all others-then maybe we could stop spend-
. ing money so fast we create inflation. 
Next time somebody says government ought to do some-
thing, think about the job you want when you finish school. 
Then ask tha( person why you should give up your job 
or buying power for somebody else's pet idea. 
Let . ..; hear YOUR plain talk about. jobs! · 
. We'll s~nd you a free booklet if. you do 
Does our message make sense to you? We'd 
like to know what you think. Your 
, personal experiences. Facts to prove 
or di.Yprove our point. Drop us a line. 
.We'd like your plain talk. 
·For telling us your thoughts, we'll 
·.send you more information on 
issues·affeeting jobs. ·Plus Armcos 
·famous handbook, How to Get a 
Job. It answers 50 key questions 
you 11 need to know. Use it to set 
yourself apart, above the crowd 
Write Armco, Educational Relations 
. Dept. U-5, General Offices, 1Middle-
town, Ohio 45043. Be sure to include 
. a stamped, self-addressed business-size 
envelope. · 
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Is off-campus housing- out of b9uiids? 
If you listen, you can hear a common gripe around Xavier students 
which seems to be growing ever more common. "I wish there were 
more off-campus places nearby to live," is the gripe. And you can 
hear it, if you listen. . 
Recently, Xavier's Director of Housing, Rick Hulefeld, echoed 
that gripe, stating' that "one of the major goals of this university 
should bC to provide its students with greater off-campus housing op-
-port unities." He added, in short, that for some, life in the residence 
halls "gets old." . 
Now it looks as though negotiations that would land the Lin_k 
Complex for Xavier are swiftly coming to a close. Those apartments 
included in the contract could house about 90 Xavier students. The 
farthest is a three-minute walk from the campus itself. 
Whether or not Xavier. will choose to primarily serve its students 
with the advent of this acquisition is still up in the air. In fact, no one 
seems to have yet proposed any definite guidelii:ies that would suggest 
a concrete purpose for the Link apartments. Some X;U. ad-
Evaluations: Is 
AREC a wreck? 
To the Editor: 
too (in light of their four months of 
dedicated work). May I suggest the 
name of Academic Student Su,ivey 
and Evaluation Service;? After all, 
ASSES seems much more apropos 
than AREC! ... Talk about an eye-
catcher! 
Sincerely, 
Joan Geanuracos 
P. S. Senate, by a vote of 9-6-2 chose 
AREC's survey over one that was 
submitted as an alternative that was 
only 14 questions long. 
ADDENpUM: AREC changed 
their answer scale after the writing of 
this letter. It now stands as "yes, 
generally yes, no, generally _no ... 
terrific! 
ministfators have,- however, expressed adamant views against any 
further off-campus, Xavier-owned student housing. This, for. a 
number of reasons: lack of university regulations and control; high 
maintenance expenses, financial difficulties and a drain on residence 
hall enrollment. But the gripe continues. 
Perhaps additional off-campus student housing woulq provide 
Xavier with so~ewhat more of a financial burden; but.since when has 
a University ·of Higher Learning ever been considered a priori a 
profitable business? · 
The News sees the acquisiton of the Link.Apartment Complex as 
both a way to fulfill a pressing. need and a challenge for Xavier. By 
considering the Link Complex for student use, the university might 
best be listening ·to its students and adhering to its overall goal, in' its 
own. words, of "providing a student life with rich opportunity,and 
variety." 
D.P.T. 
around in the goings on of one of its applications for admission jumped 
committees (even though AREC is a by an amazing 22·% over the normal 
subordinate branch of Senate). After number of applications. This is just 
several requests of attending a full the tip of the iceberg. · 
meeting of AREC, a certain senator And if anyone doubts that X.U. 
was finally informed and showed up suffers from an inferiority complex, 
at one (only the two ch.airmen were all one has to do is witness the 
··present). They refused to consider number of Notre Dame shirts worn 
the alternative survey on the grounds here. . 
that their "four months of hard work I suggest thatthe time is now to in-
were not going to go down the crease funding for Xavier Athletics. 
drain."· In further attempts to have If we are to have a first rate program 
senate (the primary governing body) we must give our support to it. A 
resolve the confliCt, it was reiterated good start would be to increase: the 
that Senate had no business in the af- percentage of the . general · fee 
fairs of AREC. And with that, the. allocated to athletics from 5 to 10%. 
matter was dropped by a vote of 8-6- Concerning that X. U. students can 
2. attend over SO sporting events by 
What interests me is that if Senate merely showing an I.D. card, X.U. 
I would like to make aware that 
the Academic Recommendations 
and Evaluation Committee (AREC) 
is coining out with their all new ver-
sion of the Student Teacher Evalua-
tion. After glancing over the three 
page, 25 question document, I 
thought that in the spirit of renaming 
the Mall, they should consider 
renaming the survey as part of an 
overall package to encourage 
students to fill it out. My first'sugge~tion)s .. ~o use some 
sort of blockbuster movie title as an 
eyecatching headline for tti~ survey. 
With some thought, I came up with 
Tora, Tora, Tora. Why, you may 
Irresponsibility 
ange~s senator. 
isn't responsible for the works of its sports are the. best bargain in town, 
1 commit!ee~. ~~o in . the , ~ell. is?:· ~ ~t a !iJtle '.l«iS/'I t1~n 2~ an qvent: I, 
' ; Accordmg .to : bur ·const1tut10n, ; for one, would not object to having 
Senate is. However, there are eight · anextra20cpereventalloeatedfrom 
senators out there who don't share my general fee to help support a win-
that same view. The end result of this ning program. 
ask? Because AREC's survey To the Editor: . 
reminds me of what the students are. Recently, ·we in Student Senate 
going to do with this "Pearl Harbor" had an interesting experience th&t I'd 
of a survey. But, I decided that I like to share with you. 
wasn't properly motivated yet (their It was about the AREC and their 
survey has a whole section dealing newly revised Student/Teacher 
with that). After some more thought, Evaluation. During discussion of 
I decided no, without reservations this in Senate, it was brought up that 
(that's the format for answering in the survey was too long . (25 
the AREC survey - yes, yes with questions) and that this might dis-
reservations, no, no with reser- courage 'students from filling it out. 
vations, etc.) to that title and came Some felt that having to punch out 
up with The Omen II I. Why? For the all the answers on computer cards 
simple reason that they don't realize would compound things and make 
the destructive ability of their them worse . .Then, it was brought up 
"child," and they won't stop it while that the answer scale had some 
inevitable fiasco is that whether If you believe that this is just a lot 
Senate likes it or not, they are ul- of hot air, don't forget that other 
timately responsible for anything Catholic Universities such as Holy 
that happens in one of its com- Cross, Fairfield, Geo.rgetown, 
mittees. And the sooner they all Creighton, San Francisco, Loyola, 
realize that, the beuer. and Detroit were in the same posi-
A Student Senator· tion a few years ago that Xis in now. 
Royce ·Anderson They were supported and all have 
been in post season basketball tour-
naments· in the past few years. It's 
Bachman urges 
athletic funding 
time that Xavier returns to its proud 
winning image as well. All it takes is 
support. 
Mike Bachman 
they can!. Alas, I decided no, with "problems" with it. At that time, To the Editor: Complex's ~losing 
angers students . reservations and scrapped that one, AREC was using the yes, yes with I have attended Xavier for almost too. I've got it! How about reservations, no, no ·with reser- three semesters now and I've come to 
Frankenstein on the grounds that vations, etc. It was then brought up the conclusion that this school suf-
they've created a monster? Well, that several questions were redun- fers from an inferiority complex. It . 
that's a definite no with or without .dant, vague,·ambiguous and irrele- seems to me fhat Xavier students 
reservations! It just won't do. vant. Example: 15) "Are the :have a losing attitude and are con-
How about using some sort of numbersofexams,quizzes,andtests tent with mediocrity. 
historical event as an eyecatcher, appropriate for the material being Let's face it. The spirit here stinks. 
something like.Waterloo, Vietnam, taught'? -yes, generally yes, no, Students feel that they have nothing 
or of course, Custer's Last Stand?! ·generally no." Now exactly what" to rally around except for.Dana's. 
Yes!!(withnoreservations!)Yousee that is going to tell me about how Butifyouaskstudents,mostwillex-
AREC doesn't know what they're · many tests I should expect, I don't press the desire for a winning sports 
getting into, either! .know! However, with all of those program. The problem is, the lack of 
Enough of this! The truth of the · . points brought up, several· more support for athletics starts at the top 
matter is that unless you're serving . were, too. The cost factor. the validi- and filters down to the. youngest 
three to five in the State Pen, you ty and the .reliability of the survey freshman .. 
won't be able · to fill out this were questioned, etc. A quick glance around the 
ridiculously long survey! The reason The result of all this was the sub- nation's campuses will show that 
being that unless you're just sitting mitting of an alternative survey that' those, schools which field well sup-
around with that much time on your had 14 questions on it. It asked poig- ported and successful athletic 
hands, you won't. be able to finish nant things .like what kind of grade programs have a sense of unity, 
punching out all the answers 'to the would_you give this prof? And was spirit, and co.maraderi\! not present 
_possible 150 questions (25 questions . he/she interesting?; etc. It also used on campuses where athletics suffer 
times 6 courses) on to the computer the probably effective answer scale from a lack of monetary and 
cards! . of strongly·· agree, agree, disagree, emotional support. The students are 
However, if you do fill out those strongly disagree, and ' neutral more involved in campus activities, 
cards, you will be one of three people response format. It was then propos- . the ca~pus life is more active and 
eligible for a drawing in .which you e.d that on the grounds of a straw poll ·rrie!ldly, and the university receives 
can win the grand prize of-A Night of some ·100 students and eight facul- widespread notoriety and respect 
Out On The Town In:;-. Beautiful ty (ofwhorit overwhelmingly chose because' of the team. And it has been 
Downtown Norwood!!! Wl_ly three? ··the latter survey ove·r the former), proven 'in'numerous studies that all 
Because that's how many people a.re· 'that the shorter form be used. Unfor- · things'· being· equal . concerning 
expected to fill the d--- thing oq~! It's tunately, Senate voted. 9-6-2 in favor academies, ; a hjgh school student 
all part of AREC's ESFODT (En- of such a .proposal and it was then· , will select the college with the better 
courage Students t1> Fill Out the D-- . suggested by th~ chairman of the campus life. Athletics is a vital part 
- Thing) Program. · . senate that the matter should be dis- of this campus life.· . 
Finally, in keeping with the spirit cussed directly with AREC. Further- 'Need proof? Just look. at Mar-, 
ofrenamingthemall,andthesurvey, more, it was stated that the Senate queue, After their 1977 NCAA· 
AREC should rename themselves, had, in effect, no business messing Championship basketball season, 
To the Edftor: 
This week some of us were hoping 
to finally be able . to· use the Fr. 
O'Connor Sports Cent~r,d~ring the 
holiday vacation .. Much to,,our. dis-
appointment, ·we found out that the 
Sports Complex. would he closed for 
the Thanksgiving· .. Holiday, 
. ,November 22 to November 26. We 
also inquired about the Christmas 
Holiday and were imormed that the 
center would also ·.be' closed 
December 21 to Ja'nuary 14. We 
would like. to know the reason. or 
justification· of this decision. Prac-
tically the only oppor~unity .we, as 
working conimuters, liave to.use the 
facility is over the holidays, and yet 
·we are unable to.dothis;,Wealsopay 
'our $100 general fee each se"1ester, 
and .would like to bC able to receive 
some of the benefits. Realizing it is 
too late to do anything about the 
Thanksgiving Holiday we hope that 
something could possibly be done 
aliout the Chris.tmas closing of the 
complex. . · ·. ' ·· · ·; · 
· .. Sincerely, 
.. Peggy Kuhlman 
Renie McCullough 
. . : Robert Plageman 
. · Mar:y Beth1Schoeher 
Sue Westerbmp 
'./.'·Mark Mazza 
· .. · 'steve' Moeller 
.• . : · Tim Ad~ms 
HOW TO WRI·TE POETRY BY ONE WHO KNOWS 
By BILI, MODIC fist, or giving him .an identity complex). In further 
When Students get into college, they face 
many problems (mainly trying not to get 
caught breaking hours and . trying to 
remember totake showers). One problem area 
is uqderstanding, and, especially, writing 
poetry. Being myself an expert poet, getting 
my practice by wri~ing limericks on bus seats, I 
thought I should share my knowledge. 
One of the most popuiar forms is the· love 
poem. Poets get happy and starry-eyed, and 
write lines that would make Bella Abzug 
sound sexy. Some of them seem to have been 
written in an attempt ti> get a girl to make 
whoopie in the linen closet. Well, here is a 
sincere love poem by yours truly: 
. Your teeth are like fence poststhatatruck · 
has just kissed. 
Another · popular form is the action 
.narrative. These poems usually have the plot 
of a fire drill. This is one of them: · 
Listen my children, and you shall hear, 
Of the raid on McCarthy's for quarter beer 
By car or by bus, if they had the fare, · 
Even three guys in a wheel chair. 
Because I could not stop for death, 
We drove around the block. 
Some poets spend their whole lives writing 
. death poems. They are fun people. They're a 
riot. at a party. · 
I would like now to address myself with an 
age-old problem. which has come up once 
again. This is the question about who wrnte 
Shakespeare. Many people believe it was an 
obscure· colleague of Shakespeare's. Others 
believe he was written by a famous 
Elizabethan writer. 
.. study, it is discovered that Schaekspeer 
stopped writing soon after his death (note: if 
this were an actual literary critique, I would 
work in the term "Kafka-esque" three times 
and relate· the story of how I first met Ernest 
Hemingway). · 
Many people also wonder who the "Dark 
Lady" of the sonnets was.J have found that 
this woman was probably not Eleanor 
Roosevelt, as many claim, but is rather 
Marlene Dietrich, who met Shakespeare while 
filming a musical version of "Othello." They 
later vacationed together at Martha's 
Vineyard, and would often lunch at Sardi's 
·while Shakespeare was working on the 
screenplay of "Frankenstein meets The 
Pointer Sisters." (Note: Shakespeare's last· 
sonnett originally was "Falling In · Love 
Again.") 
They sold their desks and pawned their . 
clothes,· . 
Forgot. about homework and bad T.V. · 
· shows. . · 
They gave up their sumptuous meal in the 
caf, · 
Shall I compare thee to a '56 Buick? In favor of oblivion for a buck and a half 
Some of my friends think that he was 
written by Gertrude Stein (although the death 
scenes are Capote-esque ). Neil Simon has also 
been mentioned. I have discovered, through 
minutes of study, that Schaekspeer wrote 
Shakespeare (that is, Louis Schaekspeer, a 
retii:ed plumber, who lived around the corner 
from Shakespeare). In fact Louis wrote 
Shakespeare several times .a month, plus a 
card at Christmas. And Shakespeare would 
write back (but often, because of the name 
similarities, the post office would mess up, and 
Shakespeare would receive his own letters, 
Your body is thinner, but your back end is · But now it is morning, there is no doubt, 
There is no joy in Cincy, all of Xavier 
has passed out. 
larger. 
A jug of wine, a loaf of bread, and thou, 
A cup of coffee, a sandwich, and you. 
How do I love you, let me count your cash. Another form is that pertaining to death. So, that's my advice for beginner poets. Be 
creative and inventive. Also steal famous lines 
whenever you can. And remember the inspir-
ing words of the poet John Donne: "How do 
you expect me to work with those idiot kids 
running around?" 
your eyes are like berries in pools of . Here are some sample starts: 
Now I lay me down to.sleep, cream, 
Your cheeks are like apples from out of a 
· dream, 
I pray the lord my soul to keep, 
But if I die before I wake, 
Your nose is like an orange as big as my Push my brother in a lake. 
!Farmer's Almanac Sabbatic-als proposed for f~-~~l!_y 
By SANDY SCHROEDER Xavier academically. It will afford of biology. 
. New• R•p0rt•r faculty members the chance to pur- The committee has recently 
A one semester sabbatical . sue research, pursue new studies, awarded Howard G. Schultz, 
program is the major proposal of a and upon their return to the universi- professor of economics, a six hour 
text currently being formulated by ty, they will contribute more," For- reduction in teaching time in the fall 
the Faculty Development Com- tin commented. · of 1979 to continue his studies in per-
mittee. The text is soon to be sub- The Faculty Development Com- sonnet management. 
mitted to the Rev. Francis c: Bren- mittee will administrate the new Dr. Robert Johnson and Dr. 
nan, S.J., for consideration. program. It will have the task of Richard Garascia, professors of 
The program will be open to full- dealing with problems and making chemistry, have been granted a three 
time, tenured fauclty who have the program run smoothly. hourreductioninthespringof1979 
taught at Xavier an average of five to Members of the Committee are Dr. to work on a joint project in 
seven years. Commenting on an im- Roger Fortin, chairman; Dr. Karl chemistry. They are expected to 
portant aspect of the proposal, Wentersdorf, professor of English; write ·a laboratory_ manual for 
Chairman Roger Fortin stated, Dr. John Rettig, professor of clas- organic chemistry and research 
"We'd like to recommend that it(the sics; and Dr. Stan Hedeen, professor· aspects of chemical literature. 
one semester sabbatical) be available 
every seven years to each qualified 
member." · 
Under · this new. system, faculty 
members would have the opportuni-
ty to leave for a semester with full 
pay or a year with half-pay. Con-
trasting with the system now· in 
effect, the new system would not re-
quire faculty members to submit 
proposals to the Faculty Develop-
. ment Committee for approval. In-
stead, applicants would be chosen on 
a seniority basis. This new method . 
.would. be an "investment of faith in 
. the professionalism and the good in-
tentions of the faculty,"Fortinsaid. 
"The Faculty Development Com-
mittee believes that this investment 
(of the one semester sabbatical 
program) is going to strengthen 
AREC ~ompiles data 
· The newAcademiC Recommenda-
tioli and Evaluation Committee of 
Student Government says that it has 
been working to produce realistic 
student teacher evaluations to in-
form students a bout classes and their 
professors. This book, which will be 
readily available to all, has been 
changed this year to include two es-
sential areas .. 
First, there will be a course 
description, a new addition this year .. 
This will include term paper re-
quirements, number of tests, grading 
systems and attendance re-
quirements. This course description 
will be followed with questions con-
cerning presentation and grading, 
examinations, motivation, text-
·books, and personal recommen-
dations. Beside each question will be 
the results of the student evaluations 
showing e"xactly how many students 
gave1 each response, thus allowing 
the students to interpret the data. 
themselves. 
Link 
from~page 1 
Rolly Swartz t·o coach new XU bo·~ing club 
be there, and there's . a reason for 
"that," he said. "There comes a time 
when living with a large group of 
people for a long time simply isn't 
good anymore." 
Xavier currently owns about 21 
residences contiguous to the campus 
itself, most of which are rented out 
to private, non-student tena.nts; 
Olympic champion and Hall of Fame 
boxer , Rolly Swartz ha• agrHd to 
coach .. the · newly-formed Xavier 
boxing club. Practice• are Mon., 
Wed;, Fri. from 4:30-8:30 p.m. In. the· 
O'Connor-Center. · 
By MATT VENUTI . 
"New1·Qunt Rep.irter 
When I first pondered the idea of 
boxing at Xavier,· the vibes were 
positive, but a few very important 
factors had to be considered. Ffrst, 
we needed· enough students to take: 
part in the program, and Sec:ond, _we 
needed a ·proficient boxing coach. 
The first problem seemed to dis-
appear ·because of the surec of in-
. tereit .. in thC fre.ttMa11 clila alone, 
-~·~7.1111 
and after speaking to a few ad-
ministration members, it was time to 
seek out a competent instructor. 
I ·conceived ;myself stuck· in my 
room for days calling every gym-
. nasium and YMCA in town to seek 
. out this man. I luckily took a short 
cut and went to. Mr. Mccafferty, 
Xavier Athletic Director, with my 
problem. 
"Call Rolly Swartz," the ex-boxer 
said, "if anybody knows, · he'll 
know." So who ·is Rolly Swartz? I 
managed ·to get three pages ·of his 
credentials; here are a few that im-
pressed me the most:· 
· - Belongs to four different halls of 
fame, including the Cincinnati 
Sports Half of Fame and the 
National AAU Boxing Hall of 
Fame. 
- managed the USA Olympic Box-
ing Team - recognized as the greatest 
boxing to represent USA five gold; 
one silver, one bronze. 
- only American to referee at the 
Olympic Games in Mexico City. , , 
'-- Acted as spor.ts commentator for 
ABC and CBS and the nationally 
syndicated program .. The Cham-
pions.". · . 
- Winner of numerous awards, in-
cluding: 1972 AAU Man of the Year, 
1969 New Orleans Man of the Year 
National Contribution to the world 
of boxing. 1971 Ohio and Cincinnati 
Man of the Year Award for work in 
pll~aical fitness Cincinnati . box-
ing coaches' Man· of the Year 
Award for bringing National 
AAU and National Golden 
Gloves to the city of Cincinnati. He 
brought the first J'llational AAU 
Championships to the city of Cincin~ 
nati, which was won by the Cincin-
nati team. 
-Past president of nine major· 
·,organizations, including: Cinc_in-
nati March of Dimes, Ohio· 
AAU, National AAU Boxing and 
Golden Gloves for MS. 
- Won individual medals in bad-
minton, boxing, golf and judo. 
Started quarterback on the USA, 
Army· Championship Football 
Team and coached All-Purple Heart 
rOotball team in Great Britain. 
Well, as you may be guessed~ Rot-
ty said he'd coach this new XU box-
ing club, a,nd he's very serious about 
it. So why is this well known celebri-
ty coaching a bunch of scrappy box-
. ers at Xavier? His reason is simple 
and makes a Jot of sense: Mr. Swartz 
loves tho· sport of boxing. He is a 
great competitor and enjoys 
. challenges and the rewards they offer 
·him. His.reward here would be gaz-
ing at an exeellent XU Boxing Club; 
he insists Xavier's could be one of the 
top teams in intercollegia,te boxing 
in a year or two .. 
. Note\'erydaydoeaa boxingcoach 
get an offer to instruct colleec level 
men with no boxiili ·experienec·:at 
all. This gives Swartz the opportuni-
ty to coach us his own way and the 
beginning. The right way and the 
safe way. · 
It doesn't take a very long time for 
a new boxer to learn the Swartz 
technique, because there are no bad 
boxirig habits to break, and it.is here 
where Mr. Swartz finds a great ad-
vantage at XU; He urges all men to 
come out and give the sport a try. 
' His main strategy is ·based on 
keeping the boxer "from getting hit, 
to condition the boxer to always 
protect himself and never leave 
himself vulnerable to a. blow. To 
prove its efficiency, Rolly has coach-
ed a multitude of amateurs with 
never a serious injury among them .. 
Swartz will· also· spotlight' area 
professionals at each practice to in-
crease individual attention to each 
man, with such names as Sugar Ray 
Leonard on reserve. 
Mr. Swartz hopes to host an in-
tramural session by February to 
raise money for the club, thus allow-
ing club mobility and perhaps a 
chance for the club's outstanding 
boxers to visit" the regional tourna-
ment. 
Practices are held every Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday from 4;30 to 
6 p.m., in the all-purpose room, 
O'Conn.or Sport& Complex. 
Everyone is urged to come out, get in 
shape. and learn the art of boxing. 
The safe way ... ,: - ' 
Hanger 1 and Hanger 2: Keep hangin' in there 
How come the Bengals don't win 14-0when they 
wear spikes ... think about It. 
Obi-wan Knitter, You're just jealous of all of us 
without naked heads. JR 
To the man with the pine green eyes, I'm in· 
fatuated. 
J.G.J.G. (alias Gover), You never did finist1 telling 
us what the girls ... at M.laml were like. · 
· 3 west Hus, Your walls look great! I really like th~ 
green. 
8 track for sale-RCA with two 11x11 speakers. 
$35 or"best offer. Call Jack evenings 821-6357 
Beware of "Book en' Dano" in the pit at 5:00 p.m. 
the red jet!! 
· p.s. Try to remember! did you really get sick? 
Cong. Brewers on your Football championship. 
the Boyzz 
WERE you at the game tat night! ii not, why not. 
pickles and crackers ... i think I'm hookedl 
hey what happened to the light? ynk 
Crowley's Social Club ... ? 
·r.o. m'e8faglin. . . . · .., I · .... ~ • ..! "!. • 
... ..: 
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Some say it's because he 
gave up a promising film · 
career to head up the 
Budweiser Racing·Team! 
But the real reason is that' 
·.he just likes to win. And he 
~did plenty of that this past' 
season in a pair of 
Budweiser-sponsored; Bob 
Sharp-pr~pared Datsun 
. . . . 
·race cars. . 
Fifteen races: Twelve wins! 
On the pole eighttimes! 
Three track records! 
·And in the SCCA National . 
Championships at Road 
Atlanta he took a_csecond·, .... 
I ::.f..;··.;;;~ .. - ·. . .·. · .. ,.:. . . . . . 
place i'n his C-Prq~g~t.ion/;·. 
Datsun 280-Z ... antfa.third · 
in the B-S.edan category with 
his Datsun ·200-sx. . . 
·Naturally, we congtatUlate :·:·· 
him for his super;:s~qson ··. . ·: 
and wish him everf'greater 
Success ·1·n· '79. ·:.;'~,, ,:.)~.~~--;>;_· . . 
. .. .. ~··.: 
From your friends · · · · .~. · 
.at Budweiser · · · 
. \, 
', .· .. 
I : 
· .•· · .· .. · · · Jlawiitr. New• 
